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Internet, computer and PDF tips and tutorials.
	How to crop a PDF with PDF Converter Elite
PDF Converter Elite doesn’t have the default crop feature but there are workaround ways to do the cropping with it. If you are a PDF Converter Elite user you would be delighted to know how to crop a PDF with our software. It is not hard to do it and you were actually using that ... Read more
The post How to crop a PDF with PDF Converter Elite appeared first on PCE Blog.
	How to highlight in PDF?
PDF format is often used to store important business documents, ebooks, case studies. If you need to study the content you saved in PDF, or you want to present it to someone else, highlighting important parts of a document can help. Before we show you how to highlight in PDF, let’s see why would you ... Read more
The post How to highlight in PDF? appeared first on PCE Blog.
	How to add pages to a PDF
Whether you are using our free PDF converter tools or PDF Converter Elite, you can add pages to a PDF and have all data in one place. Sometimes you need to add additional content to your PDF document. There is no need to convert PDF to Word or other editable format and to add content ... Read more
The post How to add pages to a PDF appeared first on PCE Blog.
	How to save one page of a PDF
PDF files can be very large, like thousands of pages. Ebooks, study materials, accounting reports, white papers, case studies and other important documents. Although it can be easy working with PDF files if you have the right tools such as PDF Converter Elite, it is always easier to handle PDFs of smaller page numbers. If ... Read more
The post How to save one page of a PDF appeared first on PCE Blog.
	How to Copy PowerPoint Slides into Word
PowerPoint presentations are often saved as PDF because PDF file format can be easily transferred to different devices without altering the document layout. In addition to converting PPT slides to PDF, sometimes you need to turn your PowerPoint file to Word. Word documents are a better solution when you have long textual content. You can ... Read more
The post How to Copy PowerPoint Slides into Word appeared first on PCE Blog.
	The Ultimate Guide for PDF Files (for Accountants and Bookkeepers)
According to Statista, 1.25 million accountants and auditors were employed in the USA in 2016. It is predicted that there will be 1.44 million accounting professionals by 2022. The accounting industry in the UK is expected to reach £5 billion in 2018. But let’s forget about stats and answer one question. &#160; What does every ... Read more
The post The Ultimate Guide for PDF Files (for Accountants and Bookkeepers) appeared first on PCE Blog.
	How to Change Slide Size in PowerPoint
According to some stats, 30 million presentations are created daily. PowerPoint is the most popular tool for creating a presentation. If you have ever created a presentation, you probably tried this amazing program. When you learn PowerPoint skills and finish your presentation, that is not the end. Another thing may come up and you need ... Read more
The post How to Change Slide Size in PowerPoint appeared first on PCE Blog.
	How to Print PowerPoint with Notes
PowerPoint is often used for making various presentations. Business people, teachers and students are often in need to present their business, work or research. Most presenters rely on technology and use projectors to show their PowerPoint presentation. But in certain situations it is necessary to print your presentation and hand it out. It is a ... Read more
The post How to Print PowerPoint with Notes appeared first on PCE Blog.
	How to Highlight in PowerPoint
Highlighting is useful when you want to emphasize specific parts of a presentation. If you rely on Microsoft Office to create presentations, here is a guide on how to highlight in PowerPoint. First we will explain how to highlight in PowerPoint 2016 (only for Office 365 subscribers), and then we will show you some secrets ... Read more
The post How to Highlight in PowerPoint appeared first on PCE Blog.
	How to Double Space in Word
How skilled are you at text formatting? If you are using Word for business or school purposes, you should know how to format your document properly. Content does matter, but the way it is presented in a document is equally important. A well formatted document is easier for reading and reviewing. If you need to ... Read more
The post How to Double Space in Word appeared first on PCE Blog.

